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We define a metric and a Markovian connection on the path space of a
Riemannian manifold which are different from those introduced in [CM] and
prove a corresponding Weitzenbo ck formula. An L2 inequality for the divergence is
obtained as a consequence.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold; denote by d the exterior
derivative on differential forms and by d* its adjoint with respect to the
Riemannian volume dm on M :
|
M
(d_, |) dm=|
M
(_, d*|) dm,
where ( , ) is the scalar product on the corresponding spaces. A vector
field Z over M being identified with a differential form |Z of degree 1
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through the Riemannian product, Weitzenbo ck’s formula may be written:
|
M
|d*Z| 2 dm+|
M
|d|Z | 2 dm=|
M
|{Z| 2 dm+|
M
(RZ, Z) dm (1.1)
where { denotes the LeviCivita covariant derivative and R the associated
Ricci tensor.
The generalization of Weitzenbo ck’s formula to infinite dimensional
spaces allows in particular to establish the existence of a divergence
operator d*Z from the estimates of the ‘‘Ricci’’. It may also provide an
expression for the Ricci tensor associated with the chosen covariant
derivative.
In the Wiener space case the divergence is a stochastic integral and
therefore a result which is of geometrical nature turns out to be of impor-
tance for Stochastic Analysis. Such a formula on the Wiener space has been
shown by Shigekawa ([Sh]). With respect to Wiener measure, the Ricci
tensor is then equal to the identity. Furthermore Weitzenbo ck’s identity on
the Wiener space is equivalent to the following one, written in the Nualart
Zakai formalism for the Malliavin calculus:
E \|
1
0
u dx+
2
=E \|
1
0
u2 d{++E \|
1
0
|
1
0
Dsut Dtus ds dt+
which is a generalization of Ito^’s energy identity to the case where u is a
non adapted process.
Weitzenbo ck’s formulae have also been proved on a submanifold of finite
codimension of the Wiener space by Airault and Van Bisen (cf. [Ai],
[Vb], and also [Ge]). On the space of Riemannian paths Pmo(M), the
‘‘Ricci’’ term that appears in a formula analogue to (1.1) is a divergent
object when one considers the LeviCivita connection on Pmo(M) as
defined in [CM]. To overcome this difficulty a Markovian connection was
introduced [CM]. It gives rise to a Weitzenbo ck’s formula where, when
compared to (1.1), some extra terms have to be considered: partly they
come from the torsion, partly from the integration by parts formula. The
present work proposes another Markovian connection that takes into
account the effect of Ricci in the integration by parts formula. This connec-
tion, together with a different scalar product which is considered on the
tangent space, gives rise to a Weitzenbo ck’s formula which is closer to
(1.1), without extra terms involving the derivatives of the vector field, in
the case of simple vector fields.
An L2 estimate for the divergence, which is the main result of this work,
is obtained as a consequence of the Weitzenbo ck’s formula. This estimate
is in particular of a different type of the one obtained recentely in [Fa].
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The major difficulty in the Pmo(M) case comes from the fact that the
space of vector fields is not closed under the Lie bracket operation (cf.
[CM]).
2. GENERAL FRAMEWORK
2.1. The Path Space
Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold (of dimension N). We
consider the space of paths
Pmo(M)=[# : [0, 1]  M continuous: #(0)=mo]
where mo # M is a fixed point. Analysis on Pmo(M) has been very much
developed in the last years ([Bi], [Dr], [AM], [FM], [CM], [Fa],
[Le], [ES], [Hs], [AE], [No]). In this work we shall follow the
formalism of [FM].
Let A1 , ..., AN be the canonical horizontal vector fields on the frame
bundle O(M). The horizontal flow rx({) over O(M) is defined by the follow-
ing stochastic differential equation:
{drx({)= :
N
:=1
A:(rx({)) b dx:({)
rx(0)=ro
where x # X, the space of trajectories of the Brownian motion x({) over RN.
If ? : O(M)  M denotes the canonical projection, we denote
#x({)=?(rx({)) and I(x)({)=#x({).
The map I (defined in [M]) is a measurable isomorphism between the
Wiener space (X, +) and (Pmo(M), &) where
&=I
*
+, the measure induced by I.
The stochastic parallel transport along # is defined by:
t#{2  {1=rx({2) b r
&1
x ({1), where #=I(x)
2.2. The Sobolev Spaces W q1 and the Intertwinning Formula
Let 0r be the curvature tensor of M read on the frame r # O(M). We
denote by ricr the corresponding Ricci tensor:
ricr(z)=& :
N
:=1
0(e: , z) e: , z # Tmo M,
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where [e1 , ..., eN] is an othonormal basis of Tmo M which we identify with
RN for fixed ro . Then ricr is a symmetric matrix of Tmo M.
Let us consider the following Hilbert space:
H={h : [0, 1]  Tmo M : h(0)=0, |
1
0
|h4 ({)|2 d{<+= ,
The notion of vector field on Pmo(M) will be modelled on H, that will play
the role of an universal space.
A vector field Z on Pmo(M) will be the data for { # [0, 1] of Z(#, {) #
T#({)M, such that an integration by parts formula holds for Z. This means
that
z(#, {)=t#0  {Z(#, {)
satisfies
E |
1
0
|z* | 2 d{<+
and this parallel transport realizes an isomorphism between the space of
vector fields and H. We shall freely identify vector fields and their image
through this isomorphism.
We define:
z^4 (x, {)=z* (#x , {)+ 12 ricrx({)(z(#x , {))
The map z  z^ can be inverted (c.f. FM, lemma 3.7.1.).
Let h # H. Following [FM], we consider:
,h= ({)=|
{
0
exp =q(*, h) dx(*)+=h (x, {)
where
q({, z)=&|
{
0
0( b dx, z).
and
_h= =I b ,
h
= b I
&1.
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Then we have (c.f. [FM], Theorem 3.5.2),
{ dd= _h=({)===0=t#{  0h({).
Definition. Let F : Pmo(M)  R be a measurable functional. We say
that F # W q1 if:
(i) F # Lq(&);
(ii) There exists DF # /q such that
Dh F={dF(_
h
= )
d= = ==0=|
1
0
(D{ F, h4 ({)) d{ in Lq&(&)
where
(iii) /q=[u(#, {) # Tmo M ; E[(
1
0 |u(#, {)|
2 d{)q2]<+]
(iv) Lq&(&)=q$<q Lq$(&).
Remarks. (1) Formula (ii) is an intertwinning formula. It shows in
particular that the map I of last paragraph, being a morphism for the
measure space structures, does not preserve the corresponding tangent
spaces.
(2) When F is a cylindrical functional, F(#)= f (#({1), ..., #({k)), we
have (c.f. [FM]):
D{, :F(#)= :
k
i=1
1{<{i(t
#
0  {i {i f, e:), :=1, ..., N
2.3. Integration by Parts Formula
Let F be a cylindrical functional on Pmo(M):
F(#)= f (#({1), ..., #({k))
with f : Mk  R a C function, and let Z be an adapted vector field on
Pmo(M) (z(#x , {) # F{ , the filtration generated by _[x(s) ; s{]). Then we
have (c.f. [Dr], [Bi], [FM], [Le]):
(i) E \|
1
0
(D{F, z* (#, {)) d{+=E(F $(z))
where
(ii) $(z)=|
1
0
z^4 (x, {) } dx({).
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2.4. Structural Equation ([CM])
Let h1 , h2 # H, then their Lie bracket satisfies the following stochastic
differential equation:
(i) d[h1 , h2]({)=&0(h1({), h2({)) b dx({)
+(q({, h2) h4 1({)&q({, h1) h4 2({)) d{.
In particular, when 0(h1 , h2)=0 on [0, 1], the Lie bracket [h1 , h2] of h1
and h2 defines an adapted vector field on Pmo(M).
The difference in the signs of the formulae that we encounter in this work
with respect to the corresponding ones in [CM] are due to different con-
ventions in the representation of the action of the orthogonal group. Here
we follow [FM], whereas in [CM] KobayachiNomizu conventions were
adopted. In particular there is a change of sign in the curvature tensor.
3. MODIFIED MARKOVIAN CONNECTION
Let Z be a vector field on Pmo(M) and let h # H; the derivative of Z
along h is defined by:
Dh z={ dd= z(_h= )= ==0 in Lq&(Pmo(M), H).
The derivative Dhz is adapted whenever Z is an adapted vector field.
We define the covariant derivative {hz of Z with respect to h by
({h
4 z@)(#, {)=(Dh z^4 )(#, {)&q({, h) z^4 (#, {). (3.1)
If we assume that, for some p>2,
E \|
1
0
|z* (#, {)| 2 d{+
p2
+E \|
1
0
|
1
0
|Dsz* (#, {)| 2 d{ ds+
p2
<+
then, using the boundness of the curvature and its derivatives as well as the
expression for the derivative on the path space of the parallel transport
obtained in [CM], one shows (c.f. [Fa], Prop. 3.1.2.) that the covariant
derivative {hz defined above is again a vector field, namely it verifies:
E |
1
0
|{hz| 2 (#, {)<+
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Clearly, we have:
{h(Fz)=Dh Fz+F {hz.
If we denote by { the Markovian connection considered in [CM] (3,
paragraph III), defined, for constant vector fields by {h4 z=&q({, h) z* then
the following relation holds:
({hz@)={ h z^ (3.2)
We shall consider on H the scalar product:
(h1 | h2)=|
1
0
(h1@
4 ({), h2@
4 ({)) d{. (3.3)
Theorem 3.1. The connection { defined in (3.1) is a Riemannian connec-
tion for the scalar product ( | ):
Dh3(h1 | h2)=({h3 h1 | h2)+(h1 | {h3 h2).
Proof. This is a consequence of the antisymmetry of the matrices
q({, h). It can also be derived from the corresponding property for the con-
nection { ([CM], theorem 7.1.3):
Dh3(h1 | h2)=Dh3(h1@ | h1@) H
=(({ h3 h1@) | h2@) H+(h1@ | ({ h3 h2@)) H
=({h3 h1 | h2)+(h1 | {h3 h2). K
Remark. In [CM] the following processes were introduced:
{, :(_)=1({<_) t p_  0(e:)
They were used as an ‘‘orthonormal basis’’ for the tangent space and the
geometrical formulae were often localized in the indexes ({, :). We could
use here an analogous approach with respect to the processes  {, : defined
by  {, : ={, : . In this case working with the ‘‘damped gradient’’ as defined
in [FM] would be more appropriated.
Theorem 3.2. (Commutation formula). For z, h # H, the following
identity holds:
Dh $(z)=$({h z)+(z | h).
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Proof. By the intertwinning formula in 2.2. derivation with respect to
the vector field h corresponds to derivation on the Wiener space with
respect to the following tangent process:
d!({)=q({, h) dx({)+h (x, {) d{
Therefore we obtain (c.f. [CM], 3):
Dh $(z)=D! |
1
0
z^4 dx
=|
1
0
(D!z^4 ) dx+|
1
0
(z^4 , h4 ) d{+|
1
0
z^4 q({, h ) dx({)
and the result follows from the definition of the covariant derivative and
the anti-symmetry of the matrices q. K
Remark. Last theorem can also be deduced from the formula for the
derivation of Ito^ stochastic integral obtained in [CM].
Proposition 3.3. Let h1 , h2 # H be such that
(i) 0(h1 , h2)=0 on [0, 1]
Then the torsion between h1 and h2 as well as the curvature tensor are zero:
(ii) T(h1 , h2)={h1h2&{h2 h1&[h1 , h2]=0.
(iii) C(h1 , h2)={h1 {h2&{h2 {h1&{[h1, h2]=0
Proof. From the expression for the bracket of two vector fields (2.4) we
see that, when h1 , h2 satisfy (i), [h1 , h2] is an adapted vector field on
Pmo(M). By integrations by parts we have:
E(D[h1, h2] F )=E(Dh1 Dh2 F )&E(Dh2 Dh1 F )
=E(Dh2 F $(h1))&E(Dh1 F $(h2))
=E(F(Dh1 $(h2)&Dh2 $(h1)))
From theorem 3.2.,
Dh1 $(h2)&Dh2 $(h1)=$({h1h2&{h2 h1)
Therefore,
$([h1 , h2])=$({h1h2&{h2 h1).
The energy identity for stochastic integrals implies (ii).
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Concerning the curvature, we shall prove that for any h3 # H, we have
$({[h1, h2] h3)=$({h1 {h2 h3&{h2 {h1 h3)
Using theorem 3.2,
$({[h1, h2] h3)=D[h1, h2] $(h3)&(h3 | [h1 , h2])
and
E(F $({h1 {h2 h3&{h2 {h1h3))
=E(F[Dh1 $({h2 h3)&({h2 h3 | h1)
&Dh2 $({h1 h3)+({h1 h3 | h2)])
=Dh1 Dh2 $(h3)&Dh1(h2 | h3)&Dh2 Dh1 $(h3)
+Dh2(h1 | h3)&({h2 h3 | h1)+({h1 h3 | h2)])
Finally, using the fact that the connection is Riemannian and the vanishing
of the torsion,
E(F $({h1 {h2h3&{h2 {h1h3))=E(F(D[h1, h2] $(h3)&(h3 | [h1 , h2])))
which concludes the proof. K
4. ANTISYMMETRIZED COVARIANT DERIVATIVE
On a compact Riemannian manifold M the exterior derivative d| of a
differential form | on M satisfies the following relation:
(d|, ei 7ej)=Dei(|, ej)&Dej(|, ei) &(|, [ei , ej]). (4.1)
We identify | with a vector field z on M through the Riemannian
structure:
(|, Y) =(z, Y) for every vector field Y on M.
When the connection { is Riemannian we have:
(dz, ei 7 ej) =(({ei z, ej)+(z, {ei ej) )
&(({ej z, ei) +(z, {ej ei) )&(z, [ei , ej])
=(({ei z, ej)&({ej z, ei) )+(z, T(ei , ej))
where T(ei , ej)={ei ej&{ej ei&[ei , ej] is the torsion.
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It is only for the LeviCivita connection (zero torsion) that the
exterior derivative coincides with the antisymmetrization of the covariant
derivative. We shall be interested in this antisymmetrization, namely with
d z defined by:
(d z, ei 7 ej)=({ei z, ej) &({ej z, ei)
for any connection, not necessarily Riemannian. Then:
|d z| 2= 12 :
i, j
|(d z, ei 7 ej) | 2
=|{z| 2&:
i, j
({ei z, ej)({ej z, ei) (4.2)
Let Z be a vector field on Pmo(M), h # H. We shall consider
{sz(#, {) # Tmo MTmo M
such that
({h4 z)(#, {)=|
1
0
{sz(#, {) h4 (s) ds. (4.3)
Remark. Using the localization procedure of [CM] (c.f. the remark in
paragraph 3. above), we can write ({sz)(#, {)=({sz(#) | {) H .
In analogy to the finite dimensional setting discussed above, we define
now the antisymmetrization of the covariant derivative.
Definition. The antisymmetrized covariant derivative of the vector
field Z, namely d z, is defined through its kernel (d s z)(#, {) # TmoM 7 Tmo M
by:
(d z, h1 7 h2)=|
1
0
|
1
0
( (d sz)(#, {), h1(s) 7h2({)) ds d{
=({h1 z, h2)&({h2 z, h1) (4.4)
for every h1 , h2 # H.
Let us denote by {sz(#, {)* the transposed of {sz(#, {), namely:
({s z(#, {)*, h4 1({)h4 2(s)) =({sz(#, {), h4 2(s)h4 1({)). (4.5)
Proposition 4.1. The following identity holds:
(d sz)(#, {)={sz(#, {)&{{z(#, s)*.
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Proof. We have:
({h1 z | h2) H =|
1
0
({4 h1 z({), h4 2({)) d{
=|
1
0
|
1
0
({s z(#, {) h4 1(s), h4 2({)) ds d{
=|
1
0
|
1
0
({s z(#, {), h4 1(s)h4 2({)) ds d{.
and
({h2 z | h1) H =|
1
0
|
1
0
({sz(#, {), h4 2(s)h4 1({)) ds d{.
=|
1
0
|
1
0
({{z(#, s), h4 2({)h4 1(s)) ds d{.
=|
1
0
|
1
0
({{z(#, s)*, h4 1(s)h4 2({)) ds d{.
which, combined with (4.4), proves the result. K
The antisymmetrized covariant derivative d satisfies the following
equality, in analogy with (4.2):
|
1
0
|
1
0
|(d sz)(#, {)| 2Tmo M 7 Tmo M ds d{=|
1
0
|
1
0
|({sz)(#, {)| 2Tmo MTmo M ds d{
&|
1
0
|
1
0
({s z(#, {), {{z(#, s)*) Tmo MTmo M ds d{. (4.6)
This equality holds in spite of the fact that the connection is not
Riemannian for the scalar product of H.
5. WEITZENBO CK’S FORMULA
We consider simple vector fields, which are of the form:
z(#, {)=:
k:
vk:(#) zk:({)
where
z* k:({)=1({k<{<{k+1) e: , and vk: cylindrical functions on Pmo(M).
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Lemma 5.1. Let Z be a constant vector field on Pmo(M). Then
({sz)(#, {)=0 for s>{.
Proof. It is a direct consequence of the definition of the covariant
derivative. K
Following [Fa], the notion of divergence is extended to simple vector
fields by:
$(z)=:
k:
(vk: $(zk:)&Dzk: vk:). (5.2)
As the Lie bracket [zk: , zl;] appears in the estimation of E($(z)2) (c.f.
[Fa]), we consider:
z:(#, {)=:
k
vk: zk:
In this way we avoid the difficulty caused by the fact that [zk: , zl;] is not
a vector field when :{;.
Theorem 5.3. (Weitzenbo ck’s formula). The following identity holds:
E($(z:)2)+E( |d z:| 2)=E( |{z:| 2)+E((z: | z:)).
Proof. We have: $(z:)=k(vk: $(zk:)&Dzk: vk:); therefore
(i) ($(z:))2=:
k, l
(vk: vl: $(zk:) $(zl:)&vl: $(zl:) Dzk: vk:
&vk: $(zk:) Dzl: vl:+Dzk: vk: Dzl:vl:).
By using integration by parts formula,
(ii) E(vk:vl: $(zk:) $(zl:))=E(Dzk:(vk:vl: $(zl:)))
=E(Dzk: vk:vl: $(zl:))+E(vk:Dzk: vl: $(zl:))
+E((vk:vl:Dzk: $(zl:)),
(iii) E(vk:Dzk: vl: $(zl:))=E(Dzl: vk:Dzk:vl:)+E(vk:Dzl: Dzk: vl:),
(iv) E(vk: $(zk:) Dzl: vl:)=E(Dzk: vk: Dzl:vl:)+E(vk:Dzk: Dzl: vl:).
By the commutation relation 3.2,
(v) E(vk:vl:Dzk: $(zl:))=E(vk:vl: $({zk: zl:))+E(vk: vl:(zk: | zl:)).
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Combining (i)(v), we obtain:
E($(z:)2)=:
kl
[E(vk:vl: $({zk: zl:))+E(vk:vl:(zk: | zl:))
+E(Dzl: vk: Dzk: vl:)+E(D[zk:, zl:] vl:vk:)].
By proposition 3.3 (ii),
E(D[zl: , zk:] vl:vk:)=E(D{zl:zk: vl:vk:)&E(D{zk: zl:vl:vk:).
Integration by parts formula gives:
E(vk: vl: $({zk: zl:))=E(D{zk:zl: vl:vk:)+E(D{zk:zl: vk:vl:).
and we get:
(vi) E($(z:)2)=:
kl
E(Dzl: vk: Dzk: vl:)
+2 :
kl
E(D{zl:zk: vl: vk:)+E((z
: | z:)).
On the other hand,
({sz:)(#, {)=:
k
(Dsvk: z* k:({)+vk:({szk:)(#, {)).
Therefore,
(vii) |
1
0
|
1
0
( ({sz:)(#, {), ({{z:)(#, s)*) ds d{
=:
kl _|
1
0
|
1
0
(Dsvk: z* k:({), z* l:(s)D{vl:) ds d{
+|
1
0
|
1
0
(Ds vk: z* k:({), vl:{{zl:(#, s)*) ds d{
+|
1
0
|
1
0
(vk:{s zk:(#, {), z* l:(s)D{vl:) ds d{
+vk: vl: |
1
0
|
1
0
({s zk:(#{), {{ zl:(#, s)*) ds d{&
=:
kl
(Dzl: vk:Dzk: vl:+2vk:D{zl: zk: vl:)
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since
|
1
0
|
1
0
({s zk:(#, {), {{ zl:(#, s)*) ds d{=0.
Combining (vi), (vii) and (4.6), we obtain the result.
6. AN L2 INEQUALITY FOR THE DIVERGENCE
Let z(#, {) be a simple vector field on Pmo(M). We define the following
norm:
&z&21, 2=E( |z| 2)+ :
N
:=1
E( |{z:| 2).
Theorem 6.1. There exists a constant c>0 such that
&$(z)&L2c&z&1, 2 .
Proof. We have:
(i) &$(z)&L2 :
N
:=1
&$(z:)&L2 .
Since the ric is bounded on O(M),
(ii) E((z: | z:))cE( |z:| 2).
The result follows then from Weitzenbo ck’s formula. K
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